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Real Estate Agent Scripts 

>>> Agent is also a CAHP and wants to buy the house... 

Congratulations – your house is sold today! – Our company would like to buy it! I’ll go through a short 
presentation with you and if our offer works for you – you are done and no further issues with waiting, 
fix up, negotiations, buyer financing breakdowns, etc., and you can move on your timetable with no fix 
up obligations. How does that sound? And if at the end of this it’s not your best option we can still put 
it out to the open market and see what happens. No matter what you’ll still have your first offer today! 

>>> Agent has house in MLS that you want to make an offer on. 

Hi, my name is Lou Brown and I wanted to introduce myself. I am a local Certified Affordable Housing 
Provider and we help people end up with home ownership regardless of credit or financial 
background. Likely you have some leads we could help with our program and you can get paid 
referral fees on those. Also, I saw that you have this listing on Anywhere Street and it looks like it 
would work for one of my clients. What we do is make a presentation directly to your seller and if that 
works for them then we buy the house and you earn a commission. If it does not work for them then 
you get credit for having brought a willing buyer to the table and likely they will renew the listing with 
you. Either way you win. You are welcome to be there if you like. When is a good time for me to meet 
with your seller? 

>>> Lead development script… 
Outreach to any and all agents in your market to take deals they can’t work. 

Hi, I’m Lou Brown… 

Just wanted to touch base and let know I am a local Certified Affordable Housing Provider and we 
work with people you generally can’t help. I know you don’t like to waste leads and It’s likely you have 
some leads that I can pay you for. We work with people that can’t qualify for a loan right now - for 
example local business owners and those with less than perfect credit - and place them into a home 
then work to help them get qualified to buy. Do you have any like that? 

Oh, and we also buy houses. Sometimes you find houses that are upside down or bad condition 
where the numbers don’t work to take the listing. Also we are experts at properties with title issues. 
We are happy to make offers. Do you have any of those? 

Yes/No. 

Good let me lock you into my phone contacts and you’ll have mine as well. We also make 
presentations to your office. Who would I speak with about that? 

 Get contact information and call them. 
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>>> What to say to a broker to get a meeting and possibly a presentation to their 
agents. 

Hi… My name is ___________, 

I’ll make this real quick. Are you interested in earning more money for you and your agents? 

I am a local Certified Affordable Housing Provider and we work with people your agents generally 
can’t help. I know you don’t like them to waste leads and It’s likely your agents have some leads that I 
can pay you for. We work with people that can’t qualify for a loan right now – for example – local 
business owners and those with less than perfect credit – and place them into a house then work to 
help them get qualified to buy. Do you have any like that? 

Oh, and we also buy houses. Sometimes your agents find houses that are upside down or in bad 
condition that the numbers don’t work to take a listing. Also we are experts at properties with title 
issues. We are happy to make offers. Do your agents have any of those? 

I’d be happy to come give a short presentation to your agents and let them know more about us. We 
have brochures and details so they can take action. 

Make an appointment for either a face-to-face meeting or the agent meeting. Ask for the last ten 
minutes of the agent meeting. 


